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Abstract: Research relating personality variables to gratitude to God (GTG) is in its nascent stages,
as only a few descriptive, correlational studies have been conducted on this topic. We investi-
gated whether two kinds of personality variables—positive emotional traits and adaptive relational
styles—predicted higher GTG. Hypotheses linking these variables to GTG were based on a novel, pre-
registered conceptual framework. We also explored whether general gratitude statistically mediated
these links. In a cross-sectional study of N = 698 undergraduates from the United States, participants
completed self-report measures of personality predictors, situational GTG and situational general
gratitude in response to a positive event, as well as trait GTG. Correlations showed strong support
for hypotheses connecting GTG (situational and trait) with positive emotional traits (extraversion,
optimism, vitality, self-esteem). Correlations also supported hypotheses for one adaptive relational
style (agreeableness) but not others (honesty–humility, lack of entitlement, secure attachment). Gen-
eral gratitude was a mediator of associations between positive emotional traits and both trait and
situational GTG, and general gratitude mediated associations between adaptive relational styles and
trait GTG. These results provide initial evidence suggesting that positive emotional traits have consis-
tent, direct (and indirect via gratitude) links to GTG, whereas the evidence for adaptive relational
styles was more inconsistent and indirectly mediated via general gratitude.

Keywords: God; gratitude; extraversion; optimism; vitality; self-esteem; agreeableness; honesty–humility;
entitlement; secure attachment

1. Introduction

Gratitude to God (GTG), which may be defined as feelings of thankfulness and appre-
ciation directed toward God in response to receiving benefits (Rosmarin et al. 2011; Krause
et al. 2014), has been the focus of a growing amount of research (as evidenced by this special
issue). Much of the pioneering work on this topic indicated that higher levels of GTG
associated with various indicators of better psychological health (e.g., Krause et al. 2014;
Aghababaei and Tabik 2013; Sadoughi and Hesampour 2020). Such studies have established
the potential importance of GTG and motivated attempts to understand the factors that
predict GTG. Initial work focused on identifying predictors focused on religious/spiritual
(r/s) (e.g., Krause and Hayward 2015), affective (e.g., Wilt and Exline 2022), cognitive
(e.g., Exline and Wilt 2022a, 2022b), and personality variables (e.g., Aghababaei et al. 2018).
We aim to contribute to the literature on predictors by taking a relatively comprehensive
look at potential personality and individual-difference variables that may be relevant to
GTG. In this paper, we not only examine a wide variety of potential predictors, but also
offer theoretical frameworks for why certain kinds of personality variables may predict
GTG, highlighting the potential roles of positive emotional traits and adaptive relational
styles. Furthermore, as personality variables have also been linked to general gratitude
(McCullough et al. 2002; Wood et al. 2009), we explored whether general gratitude mediated
the associations between our predictors and GTG. Finally, we examined these questions
regarding two kinds of GTG: (a) trait or average levels of GTG and (b) event-specific GTG
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in response to a positive event. Thus, this study has the potential to increase understanding
about the relationships between personality, GTG, and gratitude, and it also builds on the
body of knowledge regarding how personality interfaces with religion and spirituality
(Wilt et al. 2020).

1.1. Gratitude to God: Outcomes and Predictors

Given the robust body of work showing that general gratitude is highly adaptive (for
reviews, see Emmons et al. 2019; Wood et al. 2010), most early work on GTG examined the
possibility that GTG could be an important predictor of positive psychological outcomes.
This work has been fruitful, as higher trait GTG associated with higher levels of multiple
indicators of well-being: overall well-being (Aghababaei et al. 2018; Rosmarin et al. 2011;
Sadoughi and Hesampour 2020), happiness (Aghababaei et al. 2018), hope (Krause et al.
2015), and life-satisfaction (Aghababaei et al. 2018; Aghababaei and Tabik 2013). GTG also
related to lower levels of depression (Aghababaei and Tabik 2013; Krause et al. 2014), as
well as better adjustment to stress (Krause 2006) and bereavement (Upenieks and Ford-
Robertson 2022). Further, a recent study found that trait GTG predicted increased r/s
well-being over time (Watkins et al. 2022). Only one study to our knowledge looked at
event-specific GTG and found that GTG in response to both positive and negative events
related to higher levels of perceived closeness to God (Wilt and Exline 2022). Concepts
akin to GTG also relate to salutary outcomes. Prayers of thanksgiving are associated with
higher life-satisfaction, self-esteem, optimism (Whittington and Scher 2010), psychological
well-being (Zarzycka and Krok 2021), and marriage satisfaction (Fincham and May 2021).
Similarly, transcendent indebtedness to God is linked to higher levels of awe, humility,
empathy, and prosocial behavior (Nelson et al. 2022).

Most work on predictors of trait GTG has looked at r/s and personality variables. In
the domain of r/s in general, predictors of higher trait GTG include religiosity (Rosmarin
et al. 2011), belief in God (Aghababaei et al. 2018; Krause and Hayward 2015; Nelson et al.
2022; Rosmarin et al. 2011), positive views of God (Park et al. 2022), secure attachment
to God (Nelson et al. 2022), and emotional and spiritual connection to r/s communities
(Krause and Ellison 2009; Krause et al. 2014, 2015). Overall, this work suggests that GTG
may be an outcome of healthy religion and spirituality. Personality predictors of higher trait
GTG include higher extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and honesty–humility
(Aghababaei and Tabik 2013; Aghababaei et al. 2018).

Predictors of event-specific GTG include r/s as well as psychological (e.g., cognitive,
motivational, affective) variables. People who reported relationships with God character-
ized by high degrees of love/safety and excitement/energy had higher levels of GTG in
response to a positive event (Exline and Wilt 2022c). Cognitive and motivational variables
related to receiving benefits also predicted higher GTG in response to positive events
(Exline and Wilt 2022a, 2022b): These variables included (a) believing that God can cause
positive events, (b) attributing a specific positive event to God, (c) seeing positive events
as gifts from God, and (d) wanting to receive a gift from God. Finally, positive affect in
response to positive and negative events related to higher levels of event-specific GTG (Wilt
and Exline 2022).

1.2. A Theoretical Framework for Potential Personality Predictors of GTG: Positive Emotional
Traits and Adaptive Relational Styles

Research on personality and GTG is just beginning. Thus far, it has documented
associations between traits—higher extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and
honesty–humility—and trait GTG (Aghababaei and Tabik 2013; Aghababaei et al. 2018). In
the current study, we aimed to expand on this work by focusing on two kinds of personality
variables that we see as being linked theoretically with GTG (a) positive affective traits and
(b) adaptive relational styles.

We use the umbrella term, “positive affective traits”, to encompass traits that reflect
individual differences in the experience of positive affect; that is, people with higher levels
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of such traits experience more positive affect, whereas people with lower levels experience
less positive affect. We hypothesized that people with higher levels of positive affective
traits would experience more GTG based on the following rationale. First, as positive
emotion is tied to reward, people with higher levels of positive emotion should be more
likely to recognize benefits in their lives. Thus, such individuals simply will have more
benefits that could be attributed to God. Second, as positive emotions signify a lively
and energetic experience of life, it is possible that such traits relate to a more dynamic
relationship with God, one characterized by spontaneity and excitement: note that these
types of relationships with God are associated with higher GTG (Exline and Wilt 2022c).
Thus, people with higher levels of positive emotional traits may view God as being highly
involved in generating a fun experience of life. When such individuals people experience a
benefit and consider whether God may be responsible, their view of God would match with
beliefs about how God operates. We assessed several examples of positive affective traits in
the current study. Extraversion is a broad personality trait reflecting individual differences
in positive emotions as well as assertive behaviors and the desire for social attention (Wilt
and Revelle 2016). Optimism is a disposition reflecting the positive emotions of hope
and confidence (Scheier and Carver 1987). Vitality is defined as being energetic, strong,
and lively (Ryan and Frederick 1997). Finally, self-esteem reflects one’s overall evaluation
(positive to negative) of oneself and contains a strong, positive emotional component
(Watson et al. 2002).

We refer to the term, “adaptive relational styles”, to signify traits that reflect individual
differences in tendencies to relate to other people with warmth, comfort, and security. First,
given their positive relationships with others, we reasoned that people with higher levels
of adaptive relational styles would be more open to considering other agents, including
God, as benefactors. Second, because such individuals—if they believe in God—may view
God as a warm and caring provider, they may see benefits as provisions from God. Indeed,
perceived relationships with God characterized by love and safety are associated with
higher GTG (Exline and Wilt 2022c), Third, such individuals should be more be willing
and motivated to credit God, perhaps to maintain and strengthen relational bonds. We
assessed several traits reflecting adaptive relational styles. Agreeableness is a broad trait
encompassing individual differences in tendencies for prosocial behavior, trust in others,
kindness and empathetic ways of relating to others (Graziano and Tobin 2009). Honesty–
humility is a broad trait concerned with the well-being of others and not overestimating
one’s own abilities (Van Tongeren et al. 2019). Psychological entitlement, in contrast to
humility, reflects tendencies to be self-focused and put one’s own needs ahead of the needs
of others (Campbell et al. 2004); note that we conceptualize low levels of psychological
entitlement as reflecting an adaptive relational style. Finally, we assessed attachment
security, a working model of relationships characterized by the expectation that the other
person in the relationship will support one’s needs in a warm and caring fashion (Brennan
et al. 1998).

1.3. Exploring General Gratitude as a Mediator

The link between GTG and personality could be applied to other entities (e.g., another
person, a group of individuals, another supernatural agent, etc.). Because of the potential
for the framework to generalize across many entities, we see these steps as a framework
for understanding general gratitude, which of course encompasses all types of gratitude:
e.g., GTG, interpersonal gratitude, cosmic gratitude, etc. As such, we think it is possible
that the personality predictors we identified could be related not only to GTG but to many
kinds of gratitude. Note that this is consistent with findings indicating that a subset of
our predictors—extraversion, agreeableness, honesty–humility—are linked with general
gratitude (Aghababaei et al. 2018; McCullough et al. 2002). This line of reasoning led us
to explore whether general gratitude statistically mediated the associations between our
personality predictors and GTG. If we find evidence in support of mediation, this would be
consistent with the idea that the personality predictors are linked with gratitude to various
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entities through common processes, with God being one important kind of entity. If we
find that associations between personality predictors and GTG remain when accounting
for general gratitude, this might suggest that at least part of the link between personality
variables and GTG is due to processes that are unique rather than generalizing across other
entities.

1.4. Summary and Overview of Present Study

Our study examines two potential kinds of personality predictors of GTG: positive
emotional traits and adaptive relational styles. We tested whether several variables in
each of these categories related to GTG. Further, our framework may generalize beyond
GTG to many other entities and thus could explain associations between personality
variables and general gratitude. We explored this possibility by testing whether general
gratitude mediated the associations between personality predictors and GTG. We tested
all of these ideas for two kinds of GTG: trait GTG (i.e., overall or average levels) and
event-specific GTG in response to a positive event. In the current study, a large sample of
undergraduates filled out online self-report survey measures of key variables and reported
reactions to a recent positive event. (Analysis scripts and deidentified data are available at
https://osf.io/ztc9j/?view_only=b370c7916af144bc81f483e6ee0e0708).

2. Methods
2.1. Participants and Procedure

All methods were approved by the (anonymized) IRB. We recruited undergraduates
from a private research university in the (anonymized) region of the United States (U.S.) via
the introductory psychology participant pool. Participants were given informed consent
and completed an online survey titled “Positive and Negative Events” for partial fulfillment
of their research participation requirement. The survey included all measures relevant to
the current study and additional measures that were a part of a larger project on GTG (see:
https://osf.io/ztc9j/?view_only=b370c7916af144bc81f483e6ee0e0708).

A total of 717 students completed the survey. We excluded 19 students for failing
an attention check, and therefore we retained N = 698 participants (390 women, 298
men, 6 “prefer not to say”, 3 “other”, and 1 transgender man) for analyses. Ages ranged
from 18 to 34 (M = 19.17, SD = 1.66). Ethnicities included Asian/Pacific Islander (47%),
White/Caucasian (42%), Latino/Hispanic (11%), African American/Black (7%), Middle
Eastern (4%), Native American/American Indian/Alaskan Native (1%), “other” (1%) and
“prefer not to say” (1%). (Some participants selected multiple ethnicities.). R/s affiliations
included Christian (36%: unspecified or other (13%), Catholic (15%), Protestant (7%),
Eastern Orthodox (1%)), Hindu (10%), Muslim (3%), Jewish (3%), “spiritual” (1%), and
“other” (2%). Non-r/s affiliations included no affiliation (18%), agnostic (12%), atheist
(13%), and unsure (<1%).

2.2. Measures

Participants completed two types of GTG and general gratitude measures: trait mea-
sures and those focused on a specific positive event. Participants also completed standard-
ized measures of positive emotional traits and adaptive relational styles. For all measures,
scores were calculated by averaging across items.

2.2.1. Gratitude to God and General Gratitude Response to a Positive Event

One section of the survey asked participants to recall an especially positive event from
the past month. Instructions read, “Please take a few moments to recall something positive
that happened to you in the past month. Try to recall one of the most positive things that
you experienced”. Participants were asked to write a brief description of the event.

To assess GTG in response to this event, participants read, “When you think about
this event, do you feel grateful to _______?” followed by a list of randomized items rated
from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely). One item read “God (or a god or Higher Power)”. To
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assess general gratitude, participants read, “Overall, how much gratitude do you feel as
you think about this event?” and rated responses on a slider anchored at 0 (no gratitude) 50
(moderate gratitude), and 100 (extreme gratitude).

2.2.2. Trait Gratitude to God and General Gratitude

To assess trait GTG, we used we used the six-item measure used by Rosmarin et al.
(2011). Items (e.g., “I have so much in life to be thankful to God for”) were adapted from
the McCullough et al. (2002)’s dispositional gratitude measure and rated from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). To assess, trait general gratitude, we used McCullough et al.
(2002)’s measure, with items (e.g., “I have so much in life to be thankful for”) rated from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

2.2.3. Positive Emotional Traits

Participants completed the 12-item extraversion subscale of the BFI-2 (Soto and John
2017). Agreement with items (e.g., “is outgoing, sociable”) was rated from 1 (disagree
strongly) to 5 (agree strongly). We assessed optimism with the six-item Life Orientation Test
(Scheier et al. 1994). Agreement with items (e.g., “In uncertain times, I usually expect the
best”) was rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). We assessed vitality with the
six-item Subjective Vitality Scale (Ryan and Frederick 1997), with items (e.g., “I feel alive
and vital”) rated to the “degree to which the statement is true for you” from 1 (not at all
true) to 7 (very true). We assessed self-esteem with the 10-item Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
(Rosenberg 1965). Agreement with items (e.g., “I feel that I am a person of worth, at least
on an equal plane with others”) was rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree).

2.2.4. Adaptive Relational Styles

We assessed agreeableness with the 12-item scale from the BFI-2 (Soto and John
2017). Agreement with items (e.g., “is compassionate, has a soft heart”) was rated from
1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly). We assessed honesty–humility with the 10-item
Honesty–Humility scale from the HEXACO-PI (Lee and Ashton 2004). Agreement with
items (e.g., “I wouldn’t use flattery to get a raise of promotion at work, even if I thought
it would succeed”) was rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). We assessed
psychological entitlement with the nine-item measure developed by Campbell et al. (2004).
Agreement with items (e.g., “I honestly feel I’m just more deserving than others”) was
rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). We assessed individual differences in
secure attachment using the one-item measure developed by Bartholomew and Horowitz
(1991). Agreement with the item, “It is easy for me to become emotionally close to others.
I am comfortable depending on others and having others depend on me. I don’t worry
about being alone or having others not accept me,” was rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree).

3. Results

We conducted all analyses in R (R Core Team 2021). We used base functions in R and
the psych package (Revelle 2022) to compute descriptive statistics and Pearson zero-order
correlations, and we used the mediate() function in the psych package to conduct mediation
models.

3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for all measures. In response to a positive event,
participants reported modest amounts of GTG and high amounts of general gratitude.
Participants reported high levels of trait GTG and general gratitude. Predictor variables
were typically endorsed around scale midpoints. All multi-item measures had acceptable-
to-high levels of internal consistency.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics.

Variable Scale Range M SD Cronbach’s α

Gratitude variables (GTG = Gratitude to God)

GTG in response to a positive event 1 to 5 2.09 1.39 –
Gratitude in response to a positive event 0 to 100 77.3 20.01 –
Trait GTG 1 to 7 5.46 0.95 0.85
Trait general gratitude 1 to 7 5.57 1.06 0.81

Positive Emotional Traits

Extraversion 1 to 5 3.16 0.68 0.85
Optimism 1 to 5 3.13 0.73 0.80
Vitality 1 to 7 4.16 1.40 0.93
Self-Esteem 1 to 4 2.82 0.56 0.90

Adaptive Relational Styles

Agreeableness 1 to 5 3.67 0.56 0.78
Honesty–humility 1 to 5 2.65 1.18 0.69
Psychological entitlement 1 to 7 3.32 0.46 0.90
Secure attachment 1 to 7 4.19 1.81 –

3.2. Correlations

Table 2 shows Pearson zero-order correlations between predictors and gratitude vari-
ables. We computed correlations for the entire sample (N = 698) and for those endorsing
r/s affiliations (n = 392) because we wanted to see whether including people who did not
endorse r/s affiliations impacted the results. Results were highly similar for the entire
sample and the subsample of r/s affiliated participants. Positive associations between
positive emotional traits and both forms of GTG supported our hypotheses. Notably,
all effect sizes for these variables were small-to-moderate according to recent guidelines
for interpreting effect sizes (Gignac and Szodorai 2016). We found mixed support for
our hypotheses regarding adaptive relational styles. The small, positive associations for
agreeableness supported our hypotheses. Further the negative association between psycho-
logical entitlement and trait GTG was consistent with our hypotheses. However, in contrast
to hypotheses, psychological entitlement was not related to GTG in response to a positive
event, and neither honesty–humility nor secure attachment associated with either kind
of GTG. We found some small-to-moderate associations between predictors and general
gratitude response to a positive event, and we found mostly moderate-to-large associations
between traits and trait general gratitude.

Table 2. Pearson Zero-Order Correlations between Predictors and Gratitude Variables.

Gratitude Variables

GTG in Response to a
Positive Event

Gratitude in Response
to a Positive Event Trait GTG Trait General Gratitude

Positive Emotional
Traits

Entire
Sample

R/S
affiliated

Entire
Sample

R/S
affiliated

Entire
Sample

R/S
affiliated

Entire
Sample

R/S
affiliated

Extraversion 0.12 ** 0.12 * 0.19 *** 0.21 *** 0.08 * 0.12 * 0.36 *** 0.31 ***
Optimism 0.09 * 0.09 0.09 * 0.09 0.13 *** 0.20 *** 0.38 *** 0.41 ***
Vitality 0.15 *** 0.13 ** 0.19 *** 0.18 ** 0.14 *** 0.18 *** 0.45 *** 0.38 ***
Self-Esteem 0.12 ** 0.14 ** 0.05 0.11 * 0.15 *** 0.22 *** 0.41 *** 0.41 ***

Adaptive Relational
Styles

Agreeableness 0.08 * 0.10 * 0.13 *** 0.14 * 0.14 *** 0.19 *** 0.38 *** 0.41 ***
Honesty–humility 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.13 *** 0.14 ***
Psychological entitlement −0.01 0.00 0.03 0.03 −0.10 ** −0.14 ** −0.23 *** −0.22 ***
Secure attachment 0.06 0.06 0.09 * 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.28 *** 0.23 ***

Note. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Correlations were computed for the entire sample (N = 698) and for those
endorsing r/s affiliations (n = 392).
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3.3. Mediation

We tested the mediation model depicted graphically by Figure 1. Each trait was
entered individually as the predictor variable. In the positive event model, gratitude in
response to the positive event was the mediator, and GTG in response to the positive
event was the outcome. In the trait model, trait gratitude was the mediator, and trait
GTG in was the outcome. We used bias-corrected standard errors (from 2000 bootstrap
samples) to compute 95% confidence intervals for the indirect effect (i.e., mediated effect)
of predictors on GTG via general gratitude (MacKinnon et al. 2004; Preacher and Hayes
2004). Results of the models are displayed in Table 3. All estimates are unstandardized
regression coefficients.
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Table 3. Results from Mediation Models in Which Positive Emotional Traits and Adaptive Relational
Styles Predicted GTG Variables Via General Gratitude.

GTG in Response to a Positive Event Trait GTG

a b c c’ Indirect Effect
[95% CI] a b c c’ Indirect Effect

[95% CI]

Positive Emotional Traits

Extraversion 5.66 *** 0.01 *** 0.25 ** 0.17 * 0.08
[0.05, 0.13] 0.57 *** 0.24 *** 0.12 * −0.02 0.14

[0.09, 0.18]

Optimism 2.46 * 0.02 *** 0.18 ** 0.14 * 0.04
[0.01, 0.07] 0.56 *** 0.22 *** 0.17 *** 0.05 0.12

[0.08, 0.17]

Vitality 2.67 *** 0.01 *** 0.15 *** 0.11 ** 0.04
[0.02, 0.06] 0.34 *** 0.22 *** 0.10 *** 0.02 0.08

[0.05, 0.11]

Self-Esteem 1.86 0.02 *** 0.30 ** 0.27 ** 0.03
[−0.01, 0.07] 0.78 *** 0.25 *** 0.25 0.08 0.17

[0.11, 0.24]

Adaptive Relational Styles

Agreeableness 4.72 *** 0.02 *** 0.19 * 0.12 0.07
[0.03, 0.12] 0.72 *** 0.22 *** 0.23 *** 0.08 0.16

[0.10, 0.22]

Honesty–humility 1.52 0.02 *** 0.14 0.12 0.02
[−0.03, 0.08] 0.31 *** 0.23 *** 0.12 0.05 0.07

[0.03, 0.11]

Psychological entitlement 0.46 0.02 *** −0.01 −0.02 0.01
[−0.01, 0.03]

−0.21
*** 0.23 *** −0.08 * −0.03 −0.04

[−0.07, −0.03]

Secure attachment 1.01 * 0.02 *** 0.05 0.03 0.02
[0.00, 0.03] 0.16 *** 0.24 *** 0.02 −0.02 0.04

[0.03, 0.06]

Note. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. “a” is the direct effect of the predictor on general gratitude, and “b” is the
direct effect of general gratitude on GTG. “c” is the total effect of a predictor on gratitude to God, and “c’” is the
effect of the predictor on gratitude to God after accounting for general gratitude. Numbers are unstandardized
regression coefficients.

Our mediation hypotheses were largely supported for positive emotional traits, as
evidenced by positive indirect effects that did not include zero in the 95% CI (except for
self-esteem in the positive event model). Further, there were significant direct effects
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from positive emotional traits to general gratitude, and in turn general gratitude had
positive direct effects on GTG. In the event-specific model, predictors maintained significant
associations with GTG when accounting for general gratitude (c’ path), but they did not in
the trait GTG model. This indicates that general gratitude was a stronger mediator in the
trait model than in the positive event model.

Among adaptive relational styles, mediation was supported for agreeableness. The
results for this trait showed a pattern of results similar to that of the positive emotional
traits described above. For other adaptive relational styles, mediation was not supported
in the positive event models but was supported in the trait models. This divergent pattern
of results is accounted for by the null or very small associations between these predictors
and event-specific gratitude (see left side of table) in contrast to the significant associations
between these predictors and general gratitude in the trait model (see right side of table).
Therefore, although zero-order correlations between adaptive relational styles and trait
GTG were mixed, people with higher levels of adaptive relational styles may experience
higher levels of TGTG indirectly via higher levels of general gratitude.

4. Discussion

This project examined two kinds of personality variables, positive emotional traits
and adaptive relational styles, as potential predictors of GTG. Consistent with hypotheses,
various positive emotional traits (extraversion, optimism, vitality, self-esteem) related
positively to GTG in response to a positive event and to trait GTG. Among adaptive
relational styles, findings for agreeableness supported hypotheses; however, findings
for other styles (psychological entitlement, honesty–humility, secure attachment) were
sparse in correlational analyses. Notably, correlational findings were highly similar when
excluding participants who did not endorse r/s affiliations. Because this study focused on
normal personality, we wanted to include the entire sample in hypothesis tests. However,
because GTG is likely less important for people who do not endorse r/s affiliations, we
wanted to check whether excluding these participants would have substantially affected
the results. Because it did not, we were more confident about interpreting correlational
results and conducting mediation models with the entire sample.

We also explored whether general gratitude mediated associations between predictors
and GTG. For positive emotional traits and agreeableness, findings supported the idea that
gratitude as a statistical mediator of relationships, both for GTG in response to a positive
event and especially for trait GTG. For other adaptive relational styles (psychological
entitlement, honesty–humility, secure attachment), gratitude was not a mediator for GTG
in response to a positive event but did mediate associations with trait GTG. This set of
findings builds specifically on nascent work aimed at understanding how personality may
relate to GTG and contributes to a wider body of knowledge on predictors of GTG.

4.1. Positive Emotional Traits Related Consistently to Higher GTG

Our rationale regarding positive emotional traits centered on the ideas that such traits
would relate to recognizing more benefits in life (i.e., having more to be grateful for) and
viewing God as being highly involved in generating a fun, lively, and rewarding life. Our
results were consistent with these ideas, and thus future research may directly test these
explanations. For example, a study could assess (a) the number and intensity of benefits
and (b) lively interactions with God to determine whether these variables accounted
for associations between positive emotional traits and GTG. Furthermore, our findings
for extraversion replicated prior work on this trait (Aghababaei et al. 2018; Aghababaei
and Tabik 2013) and thus introduces potential theoretical explanations (recognizing more
benefits, having a lively relationship with God) for these earlier findings.

We tested general gratitude as a mediator based on the idea that our conceptual
framework relating traits to GTG could apply to many forms of benefactors. For positive
emotional traits, we found support for gratitude as a mediator, both at the positive event
level and especially at the trait level. Regarding the positive event findings, the presence
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of mediation supported the idea that positive emotional traits were linked with GTG in
part due to processes common to their link to gratitude (e.g., perhaps through noticing
more rewards or having a positive, harmonious, or pleasant relationship with various
benefactors). Because unique relationships remained between positive emotional traits and
GTG in response to a positive event, there also may be something unique (i.e., distinct from
general gratitude) about this relationship. These findings add to a growing body of work
distinguishing GTG from general gratitude (Aghababaei and Tabik 2013; Park et al. 2022;
Rosmarin et al. 2011; Wilt and Exline 2022). At the trait level, findings supported the idea
that positive emotional traits were linked with GTG in part due to processes in common
with their links to gratitude. This is consistent with prior work showing that sometimes
associations with GTG do not remain when controlling for general gratitude (Aghababaei
et al. 2018). It seems that a promising avenue for future work would be to further explore
where experiences of GTG and general gratitude converge and diverge.

4.2. Adaptive Relational Styles Had Somewhat Inconsistent Associations with GTG

Our rationale regarding adaptive relational styles as predictors of higher GTG was
that these styles would relate to (a) being more open to considering God as a benefactor,
(b) viewing God as a caring provider, and (c) being willing to credit God as a benefactor.
Although one style, agreeableness, consistently correlated with higher GTG (as observed in
previous work: see Aghababaei et al. 2018; Aghababaei and Tabik 2013), other adaptive
styles (honesty–humility, lack of entitlement, secure attachment) did not. While these
findings alone provide mixed support for the plausibility of our theoretical rationale, we
believe that considering them in conjunction with the results for general gratitude may be
helpful.

Adaptive relational styles had null (honesty–humility, lack of entitlement) or small
(agreeableness, secure attachment) associations with gratitude in response to a positive
event, and all styles had positive associations with trait gratitude. In all, these findings may
be viewed as being mostly consistent with the idea that our theoretical rationale for these
styles generalizes across various benefactors. That is, adaptive relational styles may predict
general gratitude because they relate to (a) being more open to considering other entities
broadly defined (i.e., others) as benefactors, (b) viewing others as caring providers, and (c) are
willing to credit others. As prediction is generally higher when aggregating across events
or situations (Epstein 1979), it is not surprising that we found higher associations for trait
gratitude than event-specific gratitude. Furthermore, we found evidence for mediation
of associations between styles and GTG by general gratitude at the trait level (but not at
the event level). Note that this may be due to the measures of trait GTG and trait general
gratitude being framed in similar ways; this may have inflated associations due to shared
method variance. However, if the trait levels findings are not fully explained by method
variance, they are consistent with the idea that the styles are linked with trait GTG due to
processes in common with their links to trait general gratitude. That is, people with higher
levels of adaptive relational styles experienced more trait gratitude, and these higher levels
of gratitude predicted higher GTG. This finding constitutes another example of convergence
(rather than divergence) between GTG and general gratitude (e.g., Aghababaei et al. 2018).
The question of why most relational styles were not linked with GTG specifically awaits
further research.

4.3. Limitations

Our cross-sectional, correlational design prohibits us from making causal conclusions
about the relationships between personality and gratitude variables. Though our theoretical
framework specified that causality flowed from personality to GTG and gratitude, we
cannot rule out bidirectionality or reverse directionality. Similarly, we cannot make strong
claims about the directionality of mediation models. Rather, we interpret the observed
associations as suggesting that the causal direction we proposed remains plausible. This
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was a necessary initial step for testing our framework. However, future longitudinal and
experimental studies are better suited to test causality and directionality more directly.

Some limitations pertain to measurement. Measurement of GTG, and especially event-
specific GTG, is still in its nascent stages. Our one-item measures of event-specific GTG and
general gratitude, which were chosen for their high face validity and for economy, prevent
us from examining internal consistency. Though one-item measures of these variables have
shown validity as predictor and outcome variables in previous work (Exline and Wilt 2022a,
2022b, 2022c; Wilt and Exline 2022), they may still be limited in terms of reliable variance
and content coverage. This is perhaps another reason we observed weaker associations
for event-specific variables. Future work may employ multi-item measures, which would
allow for more rigorous psychometric evaluation, including latent variable modeling. More
generally, as we relied on self-report, we encourage future studies to employ multiple
measures of personality and gratitude (e.g., peer report, behavioral) to examine whether
findings generalize across different methods.

Furthermore, the measures of general gratitude and GTG were highly conceptually
related, which presents challenges for statistical modeling and interpretation. The event-
specific measures of these variables were framed similarly and referenced the same event,
and thus, if a person endorsed higher levels of GTG, it is reasonable that they would
also endorse higher general gratitude. The trait measure of GTG was derived from the
trait measure of general gratitude, possibly resulting in inflated associations between the
measures. These features present challenges to isolating the unique variance of GTG apart
from general gratitude, and this may be particularly difficult for the event-specific measures
since they were more narrowly focused than the trait measures. Indeed, this is another
reason why results may have been discrepant across event-specific and trait measures.
We encourage future research to use conceptually convergent (like those in this study)
and divergent (e.g., different prompts as well as different phrasing of items) measures of
GTG and general gratitude. Doing so could allow for estimation of the impact of these
potentially thorny measurement issues.

Though many findings were consistent with our hypotheses, future studies may
provide more direct tests of our proposed explanations. For instance, a longitudinal study
assessing events prospectively could have participants (a) report how many positive events
they experienced, (b) list which entities were considered as benefactors, (c) report on
whether the event matched with their beliefs about the entity’s characteristics, and (d)
report on desire or motivation to credit different entities as benefactors. Experiments could
also include manipulations to make different predictors of GTG more salient; in these
studies, we would predict that such manipulations would have greater effects on GTG and
gratitude for people with higher levels of positive emotional traits and (perhaps) adaptive
relational styles.

As we relied on a sample of undergraduates from the U.S. who identified predom-
inantly as either Christian or non-r/s, our findings may not generalize outside of these
contexts. We encourage future studies to examine whether results hold across a wider
range of ages, as well as other faith traditions and countries. Focusing on polytheistic faiths
may be especially interesting because it could allow for comparisons about the processes
by which people credit different gods for positive events.

5. Conclusions

This study provided an initial test of whether positive emotional traits and adaptive
relational styles predicted GTG in response to a positive event and trait GTG. We found
rather strong evidence for the role of positive emotional traits predicting GTG directly
as well as indirectly via general gratitude. The evidence for adaptive relational styles
was more mixed and nuanced, though agreeableness did have consistent links to GTG.
These results present a promising beginning to examining a conceptual framework linking
personality to GTG and to general gratitude.
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